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The tilt-rotor aircraft has often been proposed as a means to increase the maximum speed of the conventional helicopter. The tilt-
rotor aircraft consists of three primary flight modes that are the helicopter flight mode in low forward speed flight, airplane flight
mode in high forward speed flight, and conversion flight mode. The aim of this paper is to develop a nonlinear flight dynamics
mathematical modeling method of tilt-rotor aircraft and investigate the dynamic stability characteristics of tilt-rotor aircraft.
First, a nonlinear tilt-rotor aircraft flight dynamics model is developed. The trim and linearized results are present to verify the
model. Then, using a numerical differentiation technique, the dynamic stability of the tilt-rotor aircraft is assessed. The results
show that the flight speed and nacelle angle would affect the magnitude and the trend of the aerodynamic derivatives. The
damping of the pitch short period mode and the Dutch roll mode is insensitive to flight speed while they could be affected by
nacelle angle. In all flight modes, as flight speed increases, the natural modes become more stable.

1. Introduction

The maximum speed of a conventional helicopter is
restricted due to aerodynamic limitations, installed engine
power, and airframe drag [1]. The problems associated with
installed engine power and airframe drag could be minimized
through careful design, but the main factor limiting the max-
imum speed of the helicopter is retreating blade stall. To
achieve high-speed flight, tilt-rotor is a good way to achieve
it. Tilt-rotor aircraft combines the vertical lift ability of heli-
copters and the speed and range of fixed-wing airplanes
and has found wide applications in both military and civil
fields. As shown in Figure 1, tilt-rotor aircraft has three flight
modes: helicopter mode, conversion mode, and airplane
mode. In helicopter mode, two rotors are oriented in the
same way as a conventional helicopter to provide the lifting
force in the hover. As the vehicle moves into forward flight,
the two rotors are progressively tilted forward so that the
thrust from the two rotors provide a propulsive force. Even-

tually, the aircraft reaches airplane mode, where it resembles
a fixed-wing aircraft with the two rotors becoming two pro-
protors with the wing providing the lifting force.

The XV-15 was a successful tilt-rotor aircraft technology
demonstrator. Reference [2] gave a brief history of the XV-15
tilt-rotor aircraft. It also introduced the main feature of the
tilt-rotor aircraft. To support the analysis of flight dynamics,
pilot-in-the-loop simulation, and flight control design, the
Generic Tilt-rotor Simulation (GTRS) was developed [3].
The simulation model is mainly based on 1/5 model scale
wind-tunnel data. The detailed lookup tables include the
effects of nacelle angle, angle of attack, sideslip, flap deflec-
tions, Mach number, etc., on aerodynamic coefficients and
contain correction factors to the dynamic response of the air-
craft [4]. Reference [5] provides comparisons between the
models developed for the XV-15 and flight data. Flight
dynamics models of the XV-15 were also obtained from fre-
quency domain identification technology [6, 7]. Kleinhesse-
link developed a simple open-source model of a tilt-rotor
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using the basic equations of motion [8]. The model
focused on stability and control aspects of the XV-15
aircraft and did not add the corrections. NASA has devel-
oped a “Large Civil Tilt-rotor” concept. The configuration
weighs around 100,000 lbs and has a 107 ft wingspan and
two tilting nacelles supporting 65 ft diameter rotors [9].
In order to analyze this kind of tilt-rotor aircraft, a high-
order rotorcraft mathematical model is developed [10].
Piloted studies were designed to test hover and low-
speed handling qualities and control system architectures
of “Large Civil Tilt-rotor” [11–13]. It is clear that there
are some literature regarding the tilt-rotor aircraft; how-
ever, the majority of these studies focus on flight dynamics
modeling and handling quality evaluation. The dynamic
stability of the tilt-rotor aircraft is less investigated, in par-
ticular, the variation trend of the stability derivatives in
three flight modes. To this end, the aim of this paper is
to examine the stability derivatives of tilt-rotor aircraft in
three flight modes. In order to analyze the variation trend
of stability derivatives, the contributions of each aerody-
namic component to the stability derivatives in the different
nacelle angles are investigated. In addition, the tilt-rotor air-
craft flight behavior can be considered to comprise a linear
combination of natural modes. The frequency, damping,
and distribution of each natural mode are investigated to
understand how the tilt-rotor aircraft responds following a
small perturbation to a vehicle state.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, XV-15
tilt-rotor aircraft flight dynamics model for dynamic sta-
bility analysis is developed. Peters-He finite-state inflow
model is used to represent the induced inflow distribution
at the rotor plane. Rotor-wing-empennage interaction is
modeled similar to GTRS [3]. In addition, model valida-
tion is presented. In Section 3, the stability derivatives
are analyzed. We focus on the variation trend of the sta-
bility derivatives in three flight modes, and then, natural
modes are presented. Finally, conclusions are summarized
in Section 4.

2. Mathematical Model

In this section, a nonlinear flight dynamics model of the tilt-
rotor aircraft is established.

2.1. Model Description. XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft is chosen for
this analysis. The basic parameters are shown in Table 1. The
detailed parameters could be found in reference [3].

2.1.1. Rotor Model. The rotor model is the most important
part of the tilt-rotor aircraft model, and it is also the most
complex component of the model due to the flapping
motion and solution of induced velocity. As shown in
Figure 2, flapping motion induces velocity and rotor aero-
dynamic force is coupled.

The blade-root collective pitch is given by

θb = θ0 − θ1c cos ψ − θ1s sin ψ + θt r − Kpβ 1

The XV-15 tilt-rotor has two 3-bladed gimbaled rotors.
The pitch-flap coupling delta-three angle is 15 deg, which
means decreasing the blade pitch for a flap increase. The
feedback gain for pitch-coupling is given by [14]

Kp = tan δ3 2

The motion of the gimbaled hub relative to the shaft
could be described by two degrees of freedom: the lateral
tilt and longitudinal tilt angles. These two degrees of free-
dom correspond to the tip-path-plane tilt of an articu-
lated rotor [14]. In a sense, the gimbaled hub system is
a special case of an articulated system. In view of this,
the rotor system is treated as an articulated system for
flight dynamics modeling.

The hinge offset and flapping hinge restraint parameters
are given in Table 1.

Figure 3 shows the flapping motion of rotor blade. The
flapping equation is given by

Ib β +Ω2β + Kβ β − βp =
R

0
rFzdr 3

Consider incompressible, potential flow about a rotor,
the induced inflow distribution at the rotor plane could be

(a) Helicopter mode in = 90∘ (b) Conversion mode 0∘ < in < 90∘

(c) Airplane mode in = 0∘

Figure 1: Tilt-rotor aircraft three flight modes.
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represented in terms of a set of harmonic and radial shape
functions [15].

vi r, ψ, t = 〠
∞

m=0
〠
∞

n=m+1,m+3,⋯
ϕmn r

αmn t cos mψ + βm
n t sin mψ ,

4

with

ϕmn r = 2n + 1 Hm
n 〠

n−1

q=m,m+2,⋯
rq

−1 q−m /2 n + q
q −m q +m n − q − 1 ,

Hm
n = n +m − 1 n −m − 1

n +m n −m

5

For engineering applications, truncations are required.
The rule is to make the induced flow harmonic match the
highest frequency we care about [16]. In this study, the XV-
15 tilt-rotor aircraft has two three-bladed rotors, so the
inflow is truncated after the third harmonic. The highest
power of radial variation is r4. This would be 13 inflow states
in total for each rotor.

2.1.2. Wing Model. The wing aerodynamic coefficients are
defined as functions of angle of attack, nacelle angle, and flap
setting. Because part of the wing is disturbed by the rotor
wake, it is necessary to take into account the rotor’s wake
interference in wing modeling. The wing is divided into slip-
stream and freestream parts. The area of the wing influenced
by rotor wake is given by [17]

Swss =
0, in < 60 deg or u ≥ ucr ,

Sss max
ucr − u
ucr

sin 0 0242in + cos 0 0543in , else,

6

where Sss max = 2ηssRcw, ηss < 1, R is the rotor radius, cw is the
mean aerodynamic chord, and ucr = 40ft/s is obtained by
matching experimental data.

2.1.3. Empennage Model. Empennage aerodynamics are
modeled similarly to the wing. The downwash at the empen-
nage was assumed to be caused by the wing and the rotors
[18]. The downwash due to the rotors was determined from
wind tunnel and is given by [3]

vih = c0 + c1in + c2in c3u + c4in + c5
2 vi0, 7

where c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, and c5 are selected to match wind-
tunnel data; vi0 means rotor-induced velocity.

The downwash angle at empennage due to the wing is
also obtained from reference [3], which is a function of angle
of attack at the inboard section of the wing, nacelle angle, and
flap deflection. After considering the aerodynamic interfer-
ence, the empennage aerodynamic coefficients are defined
as functions of local angle of attack and the rudder/elevator
setting.

2.1.4. Control Strategy. The XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft uses
both helicopter and airplane control strategies to control
the aircraft. In helicopter flight mode, longitudinal cyclic, dif-
ferential collective, and differential longitudinal cyclic are
used to pitch, roll, yaw, and heave control, respectively. As
the tilt-rotor aircraft converts from helicopter flight mode
to airplane flight mode, the helicopter rotor control surfaces
are washed out as function of nacelle angle and flight speed,
which is given by

θ0,r = δcoll − δlat − δlat,n ∂θ0/∂δlat,
θ0,l = δcoll + δlat − δlat,n ∂θ0/∂δlat,
θ1s,r = δlong − δlong,n ∂θ1s/∂δlong − δped − δped,n ∂θ1s/∂δped,

θ1s,l = δlong − δlong,n ∂θ1s/∂δlong + δped − δped,n ∂θ1s/∂δped
8

The XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft flight dynamics model could
be given by

X = f X, t + g X, t u 9

The state variables are given in the form of a vector X ∈
R47×1, which includes 26 rotor inflow states, 12 flapping
motion states, and 9 aircraft states. u ∈ R4×1 denotes a vector
constituting the control inputs.

2.2. Mode Validation

2.2.1. Trim Result Validation. The trim calculation is to solve
nonlinear differential equations, like equation (9), in order to
find its equilibrium point. A trimmed flight condition is
defined as one in which the resultant of the applied forces
and moments is zero [19]. In this paper, the gradient descent
method is used to solve the equilibrium point.

Table 1: Basic parameters of XV-15 tilt-rotor.

Parameters value

Weight (m) 5897 kg

Rotor radius (R) 3.81m

Blade number (Nb) 3 × 2
Blade twist (θt) -41°

Rotor speed (Ω)
589 rpm (helicopter mode)

517 rpm (airplane mode)

Lock number (γ) 3.83

Solidity (σ) 0.089

Pitch-flap coupling angle (δ3) 15 deg

Flapping hinge restraint (Kβ) 17476Nm/rad

Flap moment of inertia (Iβ) 139 kg·m2

Nacelle length (d) 1.4m

Wing area (Sw) 16.82m2

Horizontal tail areas (Sht) 4.67m2

Vertical tail areas (Svt) 2.35m2
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In order to carry out trim validation, a comparison of the
trim results with results from the GTRS is presented.
Figures 4–7 show the comparison of helicopter mode, nacelle
60 deg conversion flight mode, nacelle 30 deg conversion
flight mode, and airplane mode. The tilt-rotor aircraft mode
appears to compare well with the GTRS mode in all flight
modes. In helicopter mode, the variation trend of collective
pitch is similar to the conventional helicopter. The collective
pitch has the characteristic bucket profile as a function of
flight speed. This is because the induced power decreases,
and the parasite power increases as the speed increases. For
pitch attitude, the tilt-rotor aircraft needs to nose down to
produce the forward force in helicopter mode. In airplane
mode, the function of the rotor turns into a propeller, provid-
ing only forward pull force to overcome fuselage drag. At this
point, the wing is able to generate enough lift to overcome
gravity. Due to the rotor working state in the axial flow, the
collective pitch is much larger than that of the helicopter
mode and the relationship between the collective pitch and
the flight speed is almost linear. For pitch attitude, in airplane
mode, with flight speed increasing, the wing needs smaller
angle of attack.

2.2.2. Linearized Result Validation.With the application of a
linearization algorithm, the rotor and inflow modes residua-
lized out via quasistatic reduction, then the nonlinear equa-
tion can be reduced to the form of

x =Ax + Bu, 10

x = u, v,w, p, q, r, ϕ, θ, ψ , 11

u = δcoll, δlong, δlat, δped 12

To linearize validation, a comparison of the eigenvalues

for matrix A in equation (10) with results from the flight test
and GTRS is shown in Tables 2 and 3. As shown Table 2, in
helicopter mode, the characteristic of the eigenvalue distribu-
tion between calculation results in this paper and flight test is
very similar. In helicopter mode, for phugoid and Dutch roll
modes, this paper has a better comparison with flight test
than reference [20]. In particular, for phugoid and Dutch roll
modes, calculation results in this paper and reference [20] as
well as flight test have given the conclusion of instability. The
airplane mode eigenvalues are shown in Table 3. In general,
the calculation results in this paper are closer to GTRS than
those in reference [20], especially the prediction of short
period modes. In airplane mode, all modes are stable.

In conclusion, the calculated values in this paper includ-
ing trim and eigenvalues are in good agreement with those in
the GTRS and flight test. In brief, the XV-15 tilt-rotor flight
dynamics model is proved to be valid. So we have enough
confidence in the following analysis results.

2.3. Longitudinal Static Stability. Longitudinal static stability
is also called speed stability, which defined the relationship
between the longitudinal stick and the flight speed. ADS-
33E-PRF handling quality requirements require the longitu-
dinal static stability to meet positive speed stability for cyclic
control [21]. That is to say, push (pull) force on the longitu-
dinal controller shall always be required to increase
(decrease) speed.

In order to analyze the tilt-rotor aircraft speed stability,
longitudinal stick trim results of all flight modes are drawn
on a single graph, as shown Figure 8. The longitudinal stick
in helicopter mode can be divided into three parts. The first
part is the speed from hove to 20 knots. In this part, the speed
stability is positive which means increasing forward stick
with increasing airspeed. The second part is the speed from
20 knots to 40 knots. In this part, the speed stability is nega-
tive. That is to say, in order to gain airspeed, the pilot need to
pull longitudinal stick back. The main reason of this phe-
nomenon is aerodynamic interference of rotor wake and hor-
izontal stabilizer. The third part is speed over 40 knots. In this
part, since the rotor wake is outside the horizontal stabilizer,
the speed stability becomes positive stability. In all conver-
sion and airplane flight mode, the speed stability is always
positive.

In order to study the speed stability in the conversion
flight, a sample conversion path in conversion corridor is
chosen. The conversion path begins at 80 knots in helicopter

Pitch
control
input

Blade element
angle of attack

Blade element
aerodynamic force

Blade
aerodynamic

force

Rotor
aerodynamic

force

Induce velocity

Flapping motion
Pitch-flap
coupling

Figure 2: Rotor aerodynamic calculation diagram.
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Figure 3: Rotor blade flapping motion.
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Figure 4: Trim results in helicopter mode.
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Figure 5: Trim results in nacelle 60 deg.
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Figure 6: Trim results in nacelle 30 deg.
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Figure 7: Trim results in airplane mode.
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mode and passes through 120 knots in nacelle angle 60 deg
and 140 knots in nacelle angle 30 deg, finally ends at 160
knots in airplane mode. The longitudinal stick is pushed for-
ward with airspeed increasing before 120 knots. However,
after 120 knots, longitudinal stick migrates after to gain air-
speed. This results in apparent negative speed stability and
mainly caused by the efficiency of the elevator that increases
significantly with the flight speed. Reference [8] also has
captured this feature.

Remark 1. In general, the speed stability for each flight mode
is positive. However, when the tilt-rotor aircraft covert from
helicopter mode to airplane mode, the longitudinal stick will

migrate backward as the speed increases, showing a typical
negative speed stability.

3. Dynamic Stability of the Tilt-Rotor Aircraft

There are 36 stability derivatives in the standard 6-DoF set
[19]. In this section, a limited number of the more important
tilt-rotor aircraft stability derivatives is discussed.

3.1. Translational Velocity Derivatives. Figure 9 presents the
predicted heave damping derivatives Zw of the tilt-rotor air-
craft as a function of flight speed in different flight mode. The
derivative Zw represents the initial acceleration following an
abrupt vertical gust [19]. For helicopter mode, the derivative

Table 2: Hover mode eigenvalue validation.

Hover mode Natural mode Calculated Reference[20] Flight test

Longitudinal

Phugoid 0 2981 ± 0 7555i 0 1772 ± 0 4302i 0 2681 ± 0 5132i
Pitch subsidence -1.0 -0.5979 -1.32

Heave subsidence -0.17 -0.2086 -0.105

Lateral

Dutch roll 0 1866 ± 1 0826i 0 4723 ± 0 8818i 0 1868 ± 0 4061i
Spiral subsidence -0.1609 -0.0728 -0.102

Roll subsidence -2.6539 −1.1247 -1.23

Table 3: Airplane mode V = 200 kt eigenvalue validation.

Hover mode Natural mode Calculated Reference [20] GTRS

Longitudinal
Phugoid ‐0 2111 ± 0 2625i ‐0 2387 ± 0 2784i ‐0 2115 ± 0 1576i

Short-period pitch ‐1 7402 ± 3 9172 i ‐1 3658 ± 2 7521i ‐1 6948 ± 3 4555i

Lateral

Dutch roll ‐0 6525 ± 2 2092i ‐0 6280 ± 2 0094i ‐0 4989 ± 3 4555i
Spiral subsidence -0.1384 -0.0497 -0.1226

Roll subsidence -0.7128 -0.9378 -1.0649
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Figure 8: Longitudinal stick migration with respect to airspeed.
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is determined mainly by the rotor in hover and low-speed
flight and is given by

Zw = −
4a0Abρ ΩR λi
16λi + a0σ m

13

In forward flight, the wing begins to contribute to the
derivative and is given by

Zw = −
ρa0μ ΩR Ab

2m
8

8μ + a0σ
−
ρawVAw

2m 14

For all flight mode, this derivative decreases with the
increase of speed. It is worth noting that in the same flight
speed (140 kt), the derivative of airplane mode is the largest
because of the absence of the rotor contribution.

Figure 10 presents the drag damping derivatives Xu of the
tilt-rotor aircraft as a function of flight speed in different flight

mode. This derivative is important as it is associated with the
damping of the phugoid mode. In helicopter mode, this deriv-
ative is similar to a conventional helicopter, however, in air-
plane mode, in addition to the two propeller’s contribution
to Xu, a positive perturbation of u creating greater drag.
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Figure 9: Variation of the derivative Zw with forward speed.
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Figure 10: Variation of the derivative Xu with forward speed.
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Two important derivatives, Mu and Mw derivatives, the
so-called speed and incidence static stability derivatives,
have a major effect on longitudinal stability and hence han-
dling qualities [19]. The estimated speed derivative can be
seen in Figure 11. In all flight modes, the aircraft exhibits
a positive stable response with the fuselage pitching up
thereby decreasing the forward speed. This derivative has
a significant effect on good handling qualities during for-
ward flight [19], which will be discussed in the later section.
As seen in Figure 11, this derivative is insensitive to air-
speed except in helicopter mode.

Figure 12 presents the predicated incidence static stability
derivatives of the tilt-rotor aircraft as a function of flight
speed in different flight modes. This derivative,Mw, has a sig-
nificant influence on the longitudinal short period motion
modes [22]. The results here are negative throughout the
speed range, and therefore it is steady. In helicopter mode,
the rotor disc flaps back giving rise to a positive, destabilizing,
pitching moment when encounters a positive perturbation in
normal velocity. The fuselage and the wing provide destabi-
lizing contributions toMw as the main reason is that the cen-
ter of gravity is after the aerodynamic center. However, for
XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft, the tailplane is large enough, so that
it could provide a stabilizing enough contribution to Mw.

3.2. Angular Velocity Derivatives. Figure 13 shows the esti-
mated values of the pitch damping derivativesMq in all flight

modes. The contribution of the stiffness of the rotor to the
pitch damping derivative is given by [19]

∂Mrotor
∂q

= −
NbSβIβΩ

Iyy
1 + Sβ

γ

16 , Sβ =
8 λ2β − 1

γ

15

The contribution of the spring stiffness is minor with a
numerical value of -0.2. The main reason is that the rotor
stiffness number is small with a numerical value of 0.0752.
The tailplane is the main source contribution to this deriva-
tive, which changes in a linear manner with flight speed.

The roll damping derivative Lp reflects bandwidth and
attitude quickness handling characteristics [19]. The esti-
mated roll damping derivatives can be seen in Figure 14.
For a conventional helicopter, this derivative is insensitive
to airspeed [23]. In contrast, for XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft,
the roll damping derivative Lp is very much affected by the
speed of the flight in all flight modes, as seen in Figure 14.
In helicopter mode, the contribution to this derivative has
two parts. One is due to the rotor lateral offset, and the other
is due to the contribution of the wing. Both of these compo-
nents provide a stabilizing rolling moment following a per-
turbation of the roll rate. In airplane mode, the wing is the
main source of this derivative. In the same flight speed, the
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Figure 16: Longitudinal eigenvalue movement in helicopter mode.
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roll damping derivative of airplane mode is larger than the
other flight modes. This is because the contribution of the
rotor is diminishing.

Figure 15 presents the predicated yaw damping deriva-
tives, Nr , of the tilt-rotor aircraft as a function of flight speed
in different flight mode. The yaw damping derivative, Nr ,
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Figure 17: Lateral eigenvalue movement in helicopter mode.
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Figure 18: Longitudinal eigenvalue movement in nacelle 60 deg.
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represents the yawing moment following a perturbation of
yaw rate. A negative value represents stability [19, 23]. As
the tilt-rotor aircraft does not need the tail rotor to balance
the antitorque moment, as can be seen from Figure 15, the
yaw damping derivative is not enough in low flight speed.
In airplane mode, the two propellers provide a stabilizing

contribution to the yaw damping derivative. This is why the
aircraft mode has the maximum damping coefficient at the
same flight speed in all flight modes. It indicates that the air-
plane mode has better Dutch roll damping and handling
quality which will be explained in the following section of
the paper.
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Figure 19: Lateral eigenvalue movement in nacelle 60 deg.
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3.3. Natural Modes of Motion. In the previous section, we
analyzed the stability derivatives of the XV-15 tilt-rotor air-
craft and find out their main contribution sources. For small
amplitude stability analysis, the tilt-rotor aircraft flight
dynamics behavior can be described by a linear combination
of natural modes.

Figures 16–23 illustrate the eigenvalue movements
for helicopter mode, nacelle 60 deg, nacelle 30 deg, and
airplane mode, respectively. For the short period
modes, the eigenvalues of the short period modes are
primarily influenced by the stability derivatives Zw ,
Mq , and Mw . The approximate characteristic equation
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Figure 21: Lateral eigenvalue movement in nacelle 30 deg.
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for predicting the stability of the short period mode is
given by [19, 24]

λ2sp − Zw +Mq λsp + ZwMq −Mw Zq +Ue = 0, 16

where the frequency and damping are given by the
expressions

2ζspωsp = − Zw +Mq ,

ω2
sp = ZwMq − Zq +Ue Mw

17

Blake et al. used a ground-based flight simulator
and developed a relationship between pilot rating and
longitudinal stability. They find out that the pilot rat-
ing will have a rapid degradation when the maneuver
margin, ZwMq −Mw Zq +Ue , approaches zero [22].
For XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft, the maneuver margin is
positive, which means the pitch short period modes
are always stable. In all flight modes, the frequency
increases as the flight speed increases while the damp-
ing is insensitive to flight speed.

As seen in Figure 16, the phugoid mode becomes more
stable as speed increases and becomes a stable mode after
60 knots. The oscillatory frequency of phugoid mode is
reduced due to the speed stability derivative Mu tending
towards zero. In conversion and airplane mode, the phugoid
modes meet the ADS-33E-PRF handling quality specification
level 1 requirement (see Figures 18, 20 and 22).

The lateral/directional motion of tilt-rotor aircraft in
forward flight is composed of a Dutch roll oscillation

and two nonoscillating modes which are called roll and
spiral modes [19]. The eigenvalue of the roll subsidence
mode is approximately equal to the stability derivative Lp
. While the roll motion of the tilt-rotor aircraft can be
written in the first-order differential form of a rate
response type:

p − Lpp = Lδlatδlat, 18

where Lδlat is roll control sensitivity.
From the analysis in the previous section, we have known

that the roll damping derivative Lp reflects bandwidth and
attitude quickness handling characteristics. In all flight
modes (see Figures 17, 19, 21 and 23), this eigenvalue moves
to the left as the speed increases. Therefore, the bandwidth of
the roll channel increases with speed. In conversion mode,
the bandwidth will decrease as the rotors tilt forward in the
same flight speed.

In terms of the Dutch roll mode, the frequency increases
as the flight speed increases in all flight modes (see
Figures 17, 19, 21 and 23). The damping of the Dutch roll
mode is insensitive to flight speed; however, it is sensitive to
flight mode. The damping of the Dutch roll mode in helicop-
ter mode, nacelle 60 deg, nacelle 30 deg, and airplane mode is,
respectively, 0.12, 0.13, 0.17, and 0.28, due to the contribu-
tion of the rotors. In airplane mode, the Dutch roll meets
the ADS-33E-PRF handling quality specification level 1
requirement for all-other-MTEs.

Remark 2. The XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft stability derivatives
discussed above are all stable; however, the nacelle angle will
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Figure 23: Lateral eigenvalue movement in airplane mode.
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affect the contribution of the rotor and then affect the sta-
bility derivative magnitude and trend. In all flight modes,
as flight speed increases, the natural modes become more
stable. The damping of the pitch short period mode and
the Dutch roll mode is insensitive to flight speed. In par-
ticular, the Dutch roll meets the ADS-33E-PRF handling
quality specification level 1 requirement for all-other-
MTEs for airplane mode.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a nonlinear flight dynamics mode is developed,
and then the dynamic stability of the tilt-rotor aircraft is
assessed. The main conclusions from the current work are
as follows:

(1) The XV-15 tilt-rotor flight dynamics model devel-
oped in this paper is proved to be valid

(2) The speed stability of the tilt-rotor aircraft is positive
in certain flight modes; however, when the tilt-rotor
aircraft covert from helicopter mode to airplane
mode, it is apparent typical negative speed stability

(3) The stability derivatives in all flight modes are stable,
while the nacelle angle could affect their magnitude
and trend. For example, the contribution of the rotors
to the heave damping derivative Zw in helicopter
mode becomes to the drag damping derivative Xu
in airplane mode

(4) The natural modes become more stable with flight
speed increases. The damping of the pitch short period
mode and the Dutch roll mode is insensitive to flight
speed, while they are sensitive to nacelle angle

Nomenclature

aw: Wing lift cure slope (1/rad)
a0: Rotor blade lift cure slope (1/rad)
g: Acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)
in: Mast angle (rad)
m: Aircraft mass (kg)
u, v,w: Translational velocities (m/s)
p, q, r: Angular velocities (rad/s)
vi: Induced velocity (m/s)
t: Time (s)
r: Blade radial coordinate nondimensionalized on R
r: Blade radial coordinate (m)
A: System matrix
Ab: Blade area (m2)
Aw: Wing area (m2)
B: Control matrix
Iβ: Flap moment of inertia (kg·m2)
Iyy : Pitch moment of inertia (kg·m2)
Kp: Pitch-flap coupling ratio, ≜ tan δ3
Kβ: Flapping hinge restraint (Nm/rad)
Lp: Roll damping derivative (1/s)
Lv: Dihedral effect (rad/s·m)

Mu: Speed static stability derivative (rad/s·m)
Mw: Incidence static stability derivative (rad/s·m)
Nr : Yaw damping derivative (1/s)
Nv : Weathercock stability (rad/s·m)
Nb: Number of blades
R: Rotor radius (m)
Sβ: Stiffness number
Ue: Trim body x-axis velocity (m/s)
Xu: Drag damping derivative (1/s)
Yv: Side force damping derivative (1/s)
Zw: Heave damping derivative (1/s)
V : Forward flight velocity (m/s)
ϕ, θ, ψ: Euler angles (rad)
αmn , β

m
n : Induced inflow expansion coefficients

β: Rotor flap angle (rad)
βp: Blade precone angle (rad)
δ3: Pitch-flap coupling angle (rad)
δcoll: Collective stick input (cm)
δlat: Lateral stick input (cm)
δlong: Longitudinal stick input (cm)
δped: Pedal deflection (cm)
θ0: Blade-root collective pitch (rad)
θb: Blade pitch angle (rad)
θt : Blade twist angle (rad)
θ1c: Lateral cyclic pitch (rad)
θ1s: Longitudinal cyclic pitch (rad)
ϕmn r : Radial expansion shape function
μ: Advance ratio
δ3: Pitch-flap coupling angle
γ: Lock number
λi: Rotor inflow
λsp: Pitch short period eigenvalue
λβ: Flap frequency ratio
ςsp: Pitch short period damping factor
ωsp: Pitch short period frequency (rad/s)
ςdr : Dutch roll damping factor
ωdr : Dutch roll frequency (rad/s)
σ: Rotor solidity
Ω: Rotor angular velocity (rad/s)
ρ: Air density (kg/m3)
Ψ: Azimuthal location of reference blade (rad).
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